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Abstract
λ-Scale is an enrichment of lambda calculus which is adapted to emergent algebras.
It can be used therefore in metric spaces with dilations.
1 Introduction, background
My goal is to propose an enrichment of λ-calculus [7] [1] which contains the formalism of
emergent algebras. It can be used in particular for metric spaces with dilations.
Γ-idempotent right quasigroups have been introduced in [3]. Uniform idempotent right
quasigroups are called in that paper ”emergent algebras”. Here I shall use the name ”emer-
gent algebra” for a Γ-irq.
Emergent algebras (in the original sense from [3]) have been studied further in the paper
[4], in relation with metric spaces with dilations introduced in [2]. See [6] for an introduction
into metric spaces with dilations and their intrinsic approximate differential calculus.
In the paper [5] I tried to study emergent algebras by using a graphical formalism of
decorated tangles, under the banner ”computing with space”. This paper is an effort to
associate a rigorous calculus to that formalism, explained in detailed in sections 1 and 3 to
8 from [5], which are recommended for better understanding of the project of computing
with space.
Acknowledgement. This work was supported by a grant of the Romanian National Au-
thority for Scientific Research, CNCS UEFISCDI, project number PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-
0383.
1.1 Emergent algebras, spaces with dilations
Definition 1.1 A right quasigroup is a set X with a binary operation ◦ such that for each
a, b ∈ X there exists a unique x ∈ X such that a ◦ x = b. We write the solution of this
equation x = a • b.
An idempotent right quasigroup (irq) is a right quasigroup (X, ◦) such that for any x ∈ X
x ◦ x = x. Equivalently, it can be seen as a set X endowed with two operations ◦ and •,
which satisfy the following axioms: for any x, y ∈ X
(R1) x ◦ x = x • x = x
(R2) x ◦ (x • y) = x • (x ◦ y) = y
Perhaps the most well known examples of irqs are quandles. They were introduced by
Joyce [9], in relation with the Reidemeister moves from knot theory.
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Definition 1.2 A quandle is a irq which is left self-distributive, i.e. it satisfies the supple-
mentary axiom:
(R3) for any x, y, z ∈ X and for any choice of operations ∗1, ∗2 ∈ {◦, •} we have x ∗1
(y ∗2 z) = (x ∗1 y) ∗2 (x ∗1 z).
Next is the definition of a Γ-irq, the object called in this paper ”emergent algebra”. For
explanations of this denominations see the paper [3].
Definition 1.3 Let Γ be a commutative group. A Γ-idempotent right quasigroup is a set X
with a function ε ∈ Γ 7→ ◦ε such that:
(a) for any ε ∈ Γ (X, ◦ε) is an irq,
(b) let 1 ∈ Γ be the neutral element; then for any x, y ∈ X we have x ◦1 y = y,
(c) for any ε, µ ∈ Γ and any x, y ∈ X we have x ◦ε (x ◦µ y) = x ◦εµ y.
In the realm of metric spaces, the object corresponding to (the local version of) an emer-
gent algebra is the one of a dilatation structure [2]. Later, in [10] the authors generalize
dilatation structures to quasimetric spaces and introduce the name ”quasimetric space with
dilations”. In [3], [4] I proved a general result about the emergence of algebraic and dif-
ferential structure from a uniform Γ-idempotent right quasigroup, which applies to metric
case (dilatation structures) or to quasimetric case (quasimetric spaces with dilations). It
is shown that is not a pure metric phenomenon, in fact metric (i.e. distance function) or
quasimetric are needed only in order to have an uniform structure over the space. That is
why I prefer now the name ”space with dilations” instead the initial ”dilatation structure”.
Here are, in order, the definition of a uniform Γ-idempotent right quasigroup and then
the definition of a metric space with dilations. (See [4] definition 5.2 for uniform idempotent
right quasigroups endowed with a class of absolutes.)
Definition 1.4 A Γ-uniform irq (X, ◦) is a separable uniform space X which is also a Γ-irq,
with continuous operations, endowed with an absolute 0 (topological filter over Γ which is
translation invariant) such that:
(C) the operation ◦ is compactly contractive: for each compact set K ⊂ X and open set
U ⊂ X, with x ∈ U , there is an open set A(K,U) ⊂ Γ with µ(A) = 1 for any
µ ∈ Abs(Γ) and for any u ∈ K and ε ∈ A(K,U), we have x ◦ε u ∈ U ;
(D) the following limits exist
lim
ε→0
∆xε (u, v) = ∆
x(u, v) , lim
ε→0
Σxε (u, v) = Σ
x(u, v)
and are uniform with respect to x, u, v in a compact set.
Definition 1.5 A metric space with dilations (X, d, δ) is a triple formed by:
- (X, d) a complete metric space such that for any x ∈ X the closed ball B¯(x, 3) is
compact,
- an assignment to any x ∈ X and ε ∈ (0,+∞) of a homeomorphism, defined as: if
ε ∈ (0, 1] then δxε : U(x)→ Vε(x), else δxε : Wε(x)→ U(x),
with the following properties.
A0. For any x ∈ X the sets U(x), Vε(x),Wε(x) are open neighbourhoods of x. There are
1 < A < B such that for any x ∈ X and any ε ∈ (0, 1) we have:
Bd(x, ε) ⊂ δxεBd(x,A) ⊂ Vε(x) ⊂
⊂Wε−1(x) ⊂ δxεBd(x,B)
Moreover for any compact set K ⊂ X there are R = R(K) > 0 and ε0 = ε(K) ∈ (0, 1)
such that for all u, v ∈ B¯d(x,R) and all ε ∈ (0, ε0), we have δxε v ∈Wε−1(δxεu).
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A1. For any x ∈ X δxεx = x and δx1 = id. Consider the closure Cl(domδ) of the set
domδ = {(ε, x, y) ∈ (0,+∞)×X ×X :
if ε ≤ 1 then y ∈ U(x) , else y ∈Wε(x)}
seen in [0,+∞)×X×X endowed with the product topology. The function δ : domδ →
X, δ(ε, x, y) = δxε y is continuous, admits a continuous extension over Cl(domδ) and
we have lim
ε→0
δxε y = x.
A2. For any x,∈ X, ε, µ ∈ (0,+∞) and u ∈ U(x), whenever one of the sides are well
defined we have the equality δxε δ
x
µu = δ
x
εµu.
A3. For any x there is a distance function (u, v) 7→ dx(u, v), defined for any u, v in the
closed ball (in distance d) B¯(x,A), such that uniformly with respect to x in compact
set we have the limit:
lim
ε→0
sup
{
| 1
ε
d(δxεu, δ
x
ε v) − dx(u, v) | : u, v ∈ B¯d(x,A)
}
= 0
A4. Let us define ∆xε (u, v) = δ
δxεu
ε−1 δ
x
ε v. Then we have the limit, uniformly with respect to
x, u, v in compact set,
lim
ε→0
∆xε (u, v) = ∆
x(u, v)
If we neglect the problems related to the domanins and codomains of dilations, then we
remark that (X, ◦), with
x ◦ε y = δxε y
is a uniform Γ-irq, with Γ = (0,+∞) with multiplication and the absolute 0 is the topological
filter of the real number 0 restricted to (0,+∞).
2 λ-Scale calculus
In this section is introduced the λ-Scale calculus. In the section 4 is introduced the relative
λ-Scale calculus.
This calculus is an enhancement of untyped lambda calculus with β-reduction, exten-
sionality rules and substitution. It can be seen as lambda calculus with a new ”dilation”
operation (taken from emergent algebras), but it is interesting to see how the dilation oper-
ation and the application operation (from lambda calculus) merge into a ”scaled” operation
(A,B) 7→ AεB, with ε a parameter in a commutative group Γ.
2.1 Terms and operations
X is the set of variables. T is the set of terms (or trees). λ is the abstraction operation. Γ
is an abelian group. We use parantheses ”(” and ”)”.
Definition 2.1 Terms are constructed according to the following rules.
- variables are terms: X ⊂ T ,
- if x ∈ X and A ∈ T then xλA ∈ T ,
- if A,B ∈ T and ε ∈ Γ then AεB ∈ T ,
- any term is obtained after a finite combination of the previous rules.
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Syntactic trees. To any term there is associated a syntactic tree, which is a planar binary
tree with nodes decorated with λ or with elements ε ∈ Γ and leaves decorated by terms.
According to the definition of terms, any node decorated by λ has its left peg decorated
with a leaf which is a variable.
Variables, free and bound. The functions V ar : T → 2X and FV : T → 2X associate
to any term the set of its variables and of its free variables, respectively. These functions
are defined according to the following rules.
- if x ∈ X then V ar(x) = {x} and FV (x) = {x}
- if x ∈ X and A ∈ T then V ar(xλA) = V ar(A) ∪ {x} and FV (xλA) = FV (A) \ {x},
- if A,B ∈ T and ε ∈ Γ then V ar(AεB) = V ar(A)∪V ar(B) and FV (AεB) = FV (A)∪
FV (B)
Bound variables are those which appear in a term in the left hand side of an abstraction
operation.
Notations in λ-calculus compared with those in λ-Scale-calculus. If x ∈ X is a
variable and A is a term then xλA is a term. The corresponding term in λ-calculus is:
λx.A = xλA
As an example, to the combinator K = λx.(λy.x) from λ-calculus, corresponds the term
K = xλ(yλx) from λ-Scale-calculus.
If A and B are terms, then in λ -calculus we have the application operation which sends
the pair (A,B) to the term AB. Here, in λ-Scale-calculus, we shall define the application
from the other operations.
As an example, it is not obvious how to define the combinator S = λxyz.((xz)(yz)) from
λ-calculus. There is though a resemblance between the syntactic tree of Sxyz and the tree
associated to the difference operation from emergent algebras ∆z(y, x), illustrated in the
next figure.
S x y z ∆
z
ε
( y, x )
ε
εε
−1
app
app
zy
app
x z z y xz
This figure suggests to think about the ε operation in λ-Scale-calculus as if it is the fol-
lowing composition between the ◦ε operation from emergent algebras and the app application
from λ-calculus:
εε
B B
app
A B
is like 
A
According to the rules of λ-calculus, we then have
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A BK
app
ε
B KAB
ε
BAK
is like =   =   
ε
B A
But in λ-calculus KA = λy.A, which we may interpret in λ-Scale-calculus as yλA (with
y 6∈ FV (A)).
This leads us to the following definition of the ”dilation operation” ◦ε in λ-Scale-calculus.
Definition 2.2 (Dilations) If A,B are terms and y is a variable which does not belong to
FV (A) and ε ∈ Γ then B ◦ε A = (yλA)εB.
The definition may be expressed with syntactic trees.
=
ε
λ
ε
FV (A)
A
B B A
y
y
2.2 Reduction and substitution
On the set of terms T we shal consider the equivalence relation ≡, which is the transitive
ans symmetric closure of the reunion of smaller relations called: α-conversion, β-reduction,
the R-moves and ext-reduction.
The relation ≡ has the following properties.
Definition 2.3 On the set of terms T we put an equivalence relation ≡, such that for any
ε ∈ Γ, any A,B,C ∈ T and any x ∈ X, A ≡ B implies AεC ≡ BεC and BεC ≡ AεC and
(xλA) ≡ (xλB).
α-conversion, or α-renaming, which allows bound variables to be renamed, works as in
the usual λ-calculus. Two terms are equivalent if one is obtained from the other by an
α-conversion.
Substitution. Substitution is the process of replacing all free occurences of a variable v
in a term A by a term B. The notation is A[v := B].
Definition 2.4 Substitution is defined according to the rules:
(s1) if x ∈ X and B ∈ T then x[x := B] = B,
(s2) if x, y ∈ X and x 6= y then x[y := B] = x,
(s3) if A,C ∈ T and ε ∈ Γ then (AεC)[x := B] = (A[x := B])ε(C[x := B])
(s4) if x 6= y and x 6∈ FV (B) then (xλA)[y := B] = xλ(A[y := B]),
In order for the substitution to work properly, α conversion may be needed, in order to
have the names of all bound variables different from the names of free variables.
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β-reduction. This rule takes the following form:
(β*) if y 6∈ FV (B) ∪ FV (A[x := B]) then (xλA)εB ≡ (yλ(A[x := B]))εB
ε
λ
A
B
x
ε
λ
A
B
y [x :=B]
y fresh
The R moves. We use definition 2.2 in order to import the axioms of Γ-idempotent right
quasigroups into the λ-Scale-calculus.
Definition 2.5 The two Reidemeister moves in λ-Scale-calculus are:
(R1) if x 6∈ FV (A) then for any ε ∈ Γ (xλA)εA ≡ A,
x FV (A)
x
ε
λ
A
A
A
(R2) if x 6∈ FV (B) and ε, µ ∈ Γ then (xλ(Bµx))εA ≡ B(εµ)A.
x
ε
λ A
µ
xB
B A
µ
x FV (B)
ε
Extensionality rules The neutral element of the group Γ is denoted by 1. The following
rule (ext1) is the usual extensionality rule. The second rule (ext2) is imported from emergent
algebras.
Definition 2.6 The extensionality rules are:
(ext1) if x 6∈ FV (B) then xλ(B1x) ≡ B,
6
x FV ( )A
λ
1x
A x
A
(ext2) if x 6∈ FV (B) then (xλB)1A = B.
1
λ
x
A
B
B x FV ( )B
Definition 2.7 λ-Scale calculus is a list (X,T,Γ, comp, abs,≡, subst), where:
- comp : T × Γ× T → T is the composition function comp(A, ε,B) = AεB,
- abs : X × T → T is the abstraction function abs(x,A) = xλA,
- T is the set of terms constructed from the set of variables X, according to definition
2.1,
- subst is the substitution defined according to definition 2.4, rules (s1), (s2), (s3), (s4),
- ≡ satisfies definition 2.3 and (β*), Reidemeister moves (R1), (R2) and extensionality
rules (ext1), (ext2).
3 λ-Scale calculus as both lambda calculus and idempo-
tent right quasigroup
The app operation from λ-calculus can be defined in the λ-Scale-calculus as in the following
definition.
Definition 3.1 For any terms A,B we denote by AB the term A1B.
Proposition 3.2 For any ε ∈ Γ and for any terms A,B we have
BεA ≡ A ◦ε (BA)
ε ε
FV (A)
B B
y
A 1
BA
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Proof. By (ext1), if x 6∈ FV (B) then xλ((B1x) ≡ B, therefore BεA ≡ (xλ((B1x))εA. By
(β*) we then have
(xλ((B1x))εA ≡ (xλ((B1A))εA
From definition 2.2 we get
(xλ((B1A))εA = A ◦ε (B1A)
therefore we obtain BεA ≡ A ◦ε (B1A). 
Another way of understanding the application operation is provided by the following
proposition. The advantage of this ”interpretation” of the application operation is that it is
not using the neutral element of Γ.
Proposition 3.3 For any terms A,B, for any x 6∈ FV (B) and for any ε ∈ Γ we have
BA ≡ (xλ(B(ε−1)x))εA ≡ (xλ(B(ε−1)A))εA
Proof. By (R2) and definition 3.1 we have
(xλ(B(ε−1)x))εA ≡ B(εε−1)A ≡ B1A = BA
By (β*) we have
(xλ(B(ε−1)x))εA ≡ (xλ(B(ε−1)A))εA 
Theorem 3.4 The operation ◦ε defined up to the equivalence ≡ over the set Tupslope ≡, of
terms up to equivalence, gives to Tupslope ≡ the structure of a Γ-idempotent right quasigroup.
Proof. By definition 2.3, it is sufficient to prove the content of axioms of a Γ-irq for
terms, up to the equivalence ≡. The rule (R1) definition 2.5 gives the axiom (R1) from the
definition of an irq. Let us apply the rule (β*) for x, y 6∈ FV (B) and z 6∈ FV (A) ∪ FV (B)
and ε, µ ∈ Γ:
(xλ((yλB)µx))εA ≡ (zλ((yλB)µA))εA (1)
By definition of ◦ε, ◦µ, the RHS of (1) is
(zλ((yλB)µA))εA ≡ A ◦ε (A ◦µ B)
By rule (R2) definition 2.5 and then definition of ◦εµ, the LHS of (1) is
(xλ((yλB)µx))εA ≡ (yλB)(εµ)A = A ◦εµ B
All in all we get:
A ◦ε (A ◦µ B) ≡ A ◦εµ B
which, up to equivalence, is the axiom (c) from the definition of a Γ-irq. This, together with
the rule (ext2), gives both (R2) from the definition of the irq with the operation ◦ε (for a
fixed ε) and the axiom (b) from the definition of a Γ-irq. Thus all is proved. 
Theorem 3.5 Let us consider the set of terms T1 ⊂ T constructed according to the following
rules:
(a) variables x ∈ X are in T1,
(b) if A,B are in T1 then AB is in T1, where AB has the meaning from definition 3.1,
(c) if x is a variable and A is a term in T1 then λx.A is in T1, where by definition
λx.A = xλA,
(d) any term in T1 is constructed from a finite number of applications of the previous rules.
Then T1 with:
- the operations of λ-abstraction from (c) and application from (b),
- together with the substitution rules from definition 2.4 applied for ε = 1 and
- the α-conversion (applied for terms in T1) and extensionality rule (ext1)
forms a λ-calculus.
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Proof. There is nothing else to mention about α-conversion, but the fact that it transforms
terms in T1 into terms in T1. The substitution rules (s1)-(s4) from definition 2.4 transforms
into the usual substitution rules for λ-calculus. It is straightforward to check that each rule
has the property that giving as inputs terms in T1, one gets as output a term in T1. The
rule (β*) becomes: if x ∈ FV (A) and y 6∈ FV (B) ∪ FV (A[x := B]) then
(λx.A)B ≡ (λy.(A[x := B]))B
which is a rule equivalent to the β-reduction, using also extensionality (available, see further)
and α conversion.
The rule (ext1) is the usual η-conversion. The rule (R2) becomes: if x 6∈ FV (B) then
(λx.(Bx))A ≡ BA, which is a consequence of the η-conversion. The rule (R1) becomes:
if x 6∈ FV (A) then (λx.A)A ≡ A, which is a particular case of the rule (ext2), which
takes the form: if x 6∈ FV (B) then (λx.B)A ≡ B, which, together with η-conversion, are
extensionality axioms. 
4 Relative scaled calculus
Elements ε ∈ Γ should be viewed as representing scale. In the following I define λ calculus
at a scale (although this view makes sense only when we contemplate simultaneously all
scales). This is in line with the definition of ”chora”, section 5 [5].
In λ-Scale calculus we have three operations (which are not independent), namely the
lambda abstraction, the application and the emergent algebra (one parameter family of) op-
eration(s), called dilations. If we want to obtain a scaled version then we have to ”conjugate”
with dilations. Looking at terms as being syntactic trees, this amounts to:
- start with a term A and a scale ε ∈ Γ,
- transform a term B such that FV (B) ∩ FV (A) = ∅, into another term Aε[B], by
conjugating with A ◦ε ·.
This can be done by recursively defining the transform B 7→ Aε[B]. Graphically, we
would like to transform the elementary syntactic trees of the three operations into this:
λ
Α
ε
ε
ε−1
Α
u Β 
Α Α
ε−1
1
Α ΑΒ C
ε ε
Α
ε−1
Α
ε
C
ε
Β Α
µ
(a) (b) (c)
The problem is that, while (c) is just the familiar scaled dilation, the scaled λ from (a)
does not make sense, because A ◦ε u is not a variable. Also, the scaled application (b) is
somehow misterious.
The solution is to exploit the fact that it is possible (although not yet rigorously defined
in this calculus) to make substitutions of the form B[A◦εu := C] because of the invertibility
of dilations. Indeed we may solve the equation A ◦ε u = C to get u = A ◦ε−1 C, therefore
we may define B[A ◦ε u := C] to mean B[u := A ◦ε−1 C].
Let us use this in the context of the rule (ext2): consider B,C which have no free
variables in common with the ones of A. The expression (A ◦ε u)λB)1C should then be
equal to B[A ◦ε u := C], that is to B[u := A ◦ε−1 C] = (uλB)1(A ◦ε−1 C).
Graphically, this can be condensed into this figure:
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λΑ
ε
u
Β 
λ
u
1
C means 
1
Β Α C
ε−1
But there is a well defined term T with the property that T1C ≡ B[u := A ◦ε−1 C] for
any term C. Indeed, take
T = zλ((uλB)1(A ◦ε−1 z))
Then T1C = (zλ((uλB)1(A◦ε−1z)))1C which by (ext2) becomes T1C ≡ (uλB)1(A◦ε−1C) ≡
B[u := A ◦ε−1 C]. Therefore the correctly defined term which corresponds to the scaled λ
abstraction should be the one described in the next figure.
λ
Α
ε
ε
ε−1
Α
u Β 
Α
=
λ
Α
ε−1
1
ε−1
Α
z
z
λ
u
ε
Α Β 
(the syntactic tree in the LHS should be seen as a notation for the term in the RHS).
Let us now start with the construction of the scaled λ-Scale calculus.
Definition 4.1 Let us consider ε ∈ Γ and a term A ∈ Tupslope ≡. Any u ∈ X \ FV (A) defines
a relative variable uεA := A ◦ε u (remark that relative variables are terms up to equivalence
”≡”).The set of relative variables is denoted by XεA.
The term B is a scaled term, or relative term, if it belongs to the set T εA, defined by:
- scaled variables are relative terms, XεA ⊂ T εA,
- for any µ ∈ Γ and B,C ∈ T εA the scaled application (of coefficient µ), BµεAC is a
relative term,
- for any scaled variable uεA ∈ XεA and any scaled term B ∈ T εA the scaled abstraction
uεAλ
ε
AB is a relative term,
- any relative term is obtained after a finite combination of the previous rules.
A relative term has a syntactic tree with respect to the relative operations and relative
variables. Let us call this syntactic tree the relative syntactic tree of the relative term. The
relative free variables function poses no problem, being defined with respect to this relative
syntactic tree.
The α-conversion or renaming works well on the relative variables. Notice that for any
two variables u, v ∈ X \ FV (A) the equality uεA = vεA is equivalent with u = v.
We need a way to translate relative syntactic trees into the initially defined syntactic
trees. That means we need a function EεA : T
ε
A → Tupslope ≡ which will translate a relative term
into a term (up to equivalence ”≡).
Definition 4.2 The translation function EεA : T
ε
A → Tupslope ≡ is defined inductively on relative
terms by:
- EεA[x
ε
A] = x,
- EεA[Bµ
ε
AC] = A ◦ε−1 ((A ◦ε EεA[B])µ (A ◦ε EεA[C])),
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- EεA[u
ε
Aλ
ε
AB] = A ◦ε−1 (zλ(((EεA[uεA])λ(A ◦ε EεA[B]))1(A ◦ε−1 z)))
This translation function induces a relative equivalence.
Definition 4.3 Two relative terms B,C ∈ T εA are equivalent, notation B ≡εA C, if EεA[B] =
EεA[C].
We shall define the relative substitution like we did in definition 2.4.
Definition 4.4 Relative substitution is defined up to relative α-conversion, according to the
rules:
(rs1) if xεA ∈ XεA and B ∈ T εA then xεA[xεA := B] = B,
(rs2) if xεA, y
ε
A ∈ XεA are different relative variables then xεA[yεA := B] = xεA,
(rs3) if D,C ∈ T εA and µ ∈ Γ then (DµεAC)[xεA := B] = (D[xεA := B])µεA(C[xεA := B])
(rs4) if xεA 6= yεA and xεA 6∈ FV (B) then (xεAλεAC)[yεA := B] = xεAλεA(C[y := B]),
Proposition 4.5 EεA [B[x
ε
A := C]] = (E
ε
A [B]) [x := E
ε
A[C]]
Proof. By induction on terms. Indeed, ifB = xεA then E
ε
A [B[x
ε
A := C]] = E
ε
A [x
ε
A[x
ε
A := C]] =
EεA [C] and (E
ε
A [B]) [x := E
ε
A[C]] = E
ε
A[C].
If B = uεA 6= xεA then EεA [B[xεA := C]] = EεA [uεA[xεA := C]] = EεA [uεA] = u and
(EεA [u
ε
A]) [x := E
ε
A[C]] = u[x := E
ε
A[C]] = u.
If EεA [B[x
ε
A := C]] = (E
ε
A [B]) [x := E
ε
A[C]] and E
ε
A [D[x
ε
A := C]] = (E
ε
A [D]) [x :=
EεA[C]] then E
ε
A [(Bµ
ε
AD) [x
ε
A := C]] = (E
ε
A [(Bµ
ε
AD)]) [x := E
ε
A[C]].
Finally, if EεA [B[x
ε
A := C]] = (E
ε
A [B]) [x := E
ε
A[C]] then then for any u 6= x we have
EεA [u
ε
Aλ
ε
AB] [x := E
ε
A[C]] = (A ◦ε−1 (zλ((uλ(A ◦ε EεA[B]))1(A ◦ε−1 z)))) [x := EεA[C]]
We use the hypothesis and (rs4) to obtain:
EεA [u
ε
Aλ
ε
AB] [x := E
ε
A[C]] = E
ε
A [u
ε
Aλ
ε
A (B[x
ε
A := C])] = E
ε
A [(u
ε
Aλ
ε
AB) [x
ε
A := C]]
The proof is done. 
We give a simpler form of the translation of uεAλ
ε
AB in the next proposition.
Proposition 4.6 Let uεA ∈ XεA and B ∈ T εA. Then
EεA [u
ε
Aλ
ε
AB] = A ◦ε−1 (zλ(A ◦ε ((EεA[B]) [u := A ◦ε−1 z])))
Proof. Indeed, EεA [u
ε
Aλ
ε
AB] = A ◦ε−1 (zλ((uλ(A ◦ε EεA[B]))1(A ◦ε−1 z))). By (β*), for
variable u′ fresh, EεA [u
ε
Aλ
ε
AB] = A◦ε−1 (zλ((u′λ(A◦ε((EεA[B]) [u := A ◦ε−1 z])))1(A◦ε−1 z))).
By (ext2) we get EεA [u
ε
Aλ
ε
AB] = A ◦ε−1 (zλ(A ◦ε ((EεA[B]) [u := A ◦ε−1 z)])). 
Theorem 4.7 The list (XεA, T
ε
A,Γ, comp
ε
A, abs
ε
A,≡εA, relsubst), where:
- compεA : T
ε
A × Γ× T εA → T εA is the composition function compεA(B,µ,C) = BµεAC,
- absεA : X
ε
A × T εA → T εA is the abstraction function absεA(x,B) = xεAλεAB,
- relsubst is the relative substitution, definition 4.4,
is a λ-Scale calculus according to definition 2.7.
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Proof. We have to prove (β*), (R1), (R2), (ext1), (ext2).
(β*): let xεA ∈ FV (C). Then:
EεA [(x
ε
Aλ
ε
AC)µ
ε
AB] = A ◦ε−1 ((zλ (A ◦ε ((EεA[C]) [x := A ◦ε−1 z])))µ (A ◦ε EεA [B]))
by proposition 4.6. By (β*) and A ◦ε−1 (A ◦ε EεA[B]) = EεA[B] the term from the RHS
simplifies to
A ◦ε−1 ((yλ (A ◦ε ((EεA[C]) [x := EεA[B]])))µ (A ◦ε EεA[B])) (2)
with y a fresh variable. Now we compute:
EεA [(y
ε
Aλ
ε
A (C[x
ε
A := B]))µ
ε
AB] =
= A ◦ε−1 ((zλ (A ◦ε ((EεA[C[xεA := B]]))))µ (A ◦ε EεA [B]))
by proposition 4.6 and the fact that y is a fresh variable. We use now proposition 4.5 and
we reduce further the RHS of this equality to the term (2). All in all we proved:
EεA [(x
ε
Aλ
ε
AC)µ
ε
AB] = E
ε
A [(y
ε
Aλ
ε
A (C[x
ε
A := B]))µ
ε
AB]
which is equivalent to
(xεAλ
ε
AC)µ
ε
A ≡εA (yεAλεA (C[xεA := B]))µεAB
(R1): if xεA 6∈ FV (B) then by proposition 4.6, by A ◦ε−1 (A ◦ε D) = D, for any term
D ∈ Tupslope ≡, by definition of dilations 2.2 we get
EεA [(x
ε
Aλ
ε
AB)µ
ε
AB] = A ◦ε−1 ((A ◦ε EεA[B]) ◦µ (A ◦ε EεA[B]))
We apply the Reidemeister move (R1) (for dilations) to the RHS and obtain
EεA [(x
ε
Aλ
ε
AB)µ
ε
AB] = A ◦ε−1 (A ◦ε EεA[B]) = EεA[B]
which proves that (xεAλ
ε
AB)µ
ε
AB ≡εA B.
(R2): a similar proof, only that we use (R2) for dilations instead of (R1).
(ext1): We use proposition 4.6 to write that, for xεA 6∈ FV (B),
EεA [x
ε
Aλ
ε
A (B1
ε
Ax
ε
A)] = A ◦ε−1 (zλ (A ◦ε (EεA [B1εAxεA] [x := A ◦ε−1 z]))) =
= A ◦ε−1 (zλ (((A ◦ε EεA [B]) 1 (A ◦ε x)) [x := A ◦ε−1 z])) =
= A ◦ε−1 (zλ ((A ◦ε EεA [B]) 1z))
By (ext1) applied to the last term we obtain:
EεA [x
ε
Aλ
ε
A (B1
ε
Ax
ε
A)] = A ◦ε−1 (A ◦ε EεA [B]) = EεA [B]
The last relation (ext2) has a similar proof. 
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